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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The market continues to change its center axis. During the worst parts of the pandemic, the market was rewarding the high-tech 

names. The Nasdaq was one of the weakest indexes in the world this week. The rotation to Industrials, materials, energy and 

finance seems to be bringing those sectors forward. While the indexes might not have been advancing this week, the old economy 

names were. As the strength index weakens again, my focus is on the global commodity boom. 

The US rollout is on pace to have 20% of the eligible population vaccinated with one shot this week. The vaccine results from Israel 

are very promising and provides real hope for the rest of the world. Isreal has vaccinated 47% of their population. The number of 

cases, hospitalizations and deaths are dropping fast.  This doctor has positive news for the summer. The vaccine is a bridge to 

brighter days. JNJ’s vaccine could be approved in the next few weeks.  

Crude oil hit new highs this week, but settled back to close down slightly on the week. 

Gasoline and Diesel moved higher as Texas refinery closures will put pressure on finished 

product availability. This has happened before during hurricanes. Frozen pipes are a 

bigger issue, but these big refineries will be back up as soon as possible. While the oil 

market may pause here, we don’t have enough new drilling globally to stop the inventory 

slide. The inventory trend is tightening, and continues to point to lower supplies. 

Financials had another big week on the back of the move in yields. Broker/dealers 

soared. The KBE bank ETF broke to new 5 year highs. As the move in yields still has room 

to move, this might be a nice area to think about as it breaks above recent consolidation. 

I covered this off on the video.   

Copper and industrial metals had a big week as the industrial ETF XLI and transports broke out to new highs as well. This area looks 

fantastic. Agriculture looks good too. The materials ETF XLB showed a big pop on Friday.  

Summary: I continue to like the commodity trades as that matches with the inflation the Fed is trying to create. The backdrop in the 

USA is bullish, as things are improving. It also sounds like more stimulus is coming. The indexes took the week off in the USA, but 

Asia continues to lead globally. Asia is the biggest buyer of commodities. Let’s hit the charts. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-02-21/pfizer-biontech-shot-stops-covid-s-spread-israeli-study-shows?utm_campaign=socialflow-organic&utm_source=twitter&utm_content=tictoc&utm_medium=social&cmpid%3D=socialflow-twitter-tictoc&sref=afVQ8OSO
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-02-21/pfizer-biontech-shot-stops-covid-s-spread-israeli-study-shows?utm_campaign=socialflow-organic&utm_source=twitter&utm_content=tictoc&utm_medium=social&cmpid%3D=socialflow-twitter-tictoc&sref=afVQ8OSO
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/02/18/covid-questions-coronavirus-leana-wen/?utm_campaign=wp_week_in_ideas&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_ideas&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F2fa1323%2F60324b819d2fda4c88ecc964%2F5e966f549bbc0f0c1bf9449c%2F13%2F74%2F60324b819d2fda4c88ecc964
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@SSIH – STALLED AT THE DOWNTREND 

The Schnell Strength Index stalled and pulled back to 62%. With the oils, transports, and financials working their way higher, the 

most shorted areas of the market are now supportive. It would appear the stretched valuation names are weakening.  

I post a preliminary SSIH reading Tuesdays after the close and Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It 

doesn’t bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, SSIF, SSIQ INDICATOR 

The chart shows the SSIH 

in the top panel. The 

downtick is not optimal, 

and Friday was an options 

expiration day which can 

be a pivotal day. 

Based on the industries 

and sectors moving, be 

careful as the former tech 

leadership gets weaker.  

Apple, Amazon, Netflix, 

Microsoft and Facebook all 

have SCTR rankings less 

than 50% which means the 

current price movement is 

weaker than the average 

large cap stock.  

Tesla and Google are still 

strong but weakening as 

well. If these large cap 

tech names are showing 

weakness, it is difficult for 

the indexes to keep 

advancing.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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XLI – INDUSTRIALS ETF FINALLY BREAKS OUT 

The industrials ETF XLI finally broke above the consolidation that has been ongoing since November. While everything else soared for 

3 months, this chart was stalled. It looks like it is now breaking out as the other charts pause, suggesting rotation into 

manufacturing. Companies in the XLI would be able to add people if the virus is under control. The volume was light, but it was a 4-

day week. I’ll be watching XLI closely to make sure the breakout holds. A false breakout with tech weakening would be concerning. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLI&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p95445415429&a=904109952&listNum=137
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$TRAN – TRANSPORTS CORRESPONDING BREAKOUT 

The daily chart of the Transports shows a surge on Friday. Surging transports are an important correlation with surging industrials. 

Airlines were up on the news of great vaccine performance in Israel. We also have increased dosages coming if the JNJ vaccine gets 

approved for fast-tracking by the FDA. As the 1st shot count rises dramatically, the cases (- 29%) and deaths (-30%) in the US are 

moving significantly lower. Is this 20% vaccine level the inflection point, and the peak is behind us?  Washington Post data  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TRAN&p=D&st=2020-03-20&id=p49768777750&a=904109936&listNum=137
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/national/coronavirus-us-cases-deaths/?itid=sf_coronavirus_subnav
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XLB – MATERIALS ETF 

The XLB made 1-month highs on Friday, on the back of the strong move up in industrial metals. As the vaccine takes hold, factories 

can increase the number of workers on the factory floors. This improves employment, more money in pockets, and enables the 

economy to get back on track. Having the three charts pop (XLB, XLI, IYT) together, looks very bullish to me.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLB&p=D&yr=0&mn=6&dy=10&id=p98187831586&a=904110040&listNum=137
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$COPPER  

The chart of Copper exploded higher this week. It soared 7.55% on notably higher volume handicapped by only being a 4-day week. 

As the price of copper climbs, this is also going to put cost pressure on the wind and solar facilities under construction. It will also 

add significantly to the cost of new car fabrication. Keep an eye on this correlation.  

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$COPPER&p=W&yr=2&mn=0&dy=0&id=p87196677418&a=904109997&listNum=137
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$COPPER – 15 YEARS 

The longer-term chart of Copper shows the price surging through the big resistance level at $3.90. The price of Copper was only 

higher for one other period, and that was the price top in 2011. Based on the enthusiasm for everybody driving an electric car, it 

would suggest this price could explode significantly higher. This will help the miners of copper, not the buyers of copper.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$COPPER&p=W&st=1978-01-01&id=p14088038185&a=904109998&listNum=137
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COPPER MINERS EXPLODE HIGHER ON HUGE VOLUME 

The Copper Miners ETF COPX rocketed higher, up 15% on the week. The relative strength in purple is outperforming the $SPX 

meaningfully. The SCTR ranking is pinned at the top, suggesting it is one of the strongest ETF’s out there. A 4-day week had volumes 

dwarfing anything on the chart. The USA is re-joining the Paris Climate Accord. As Joe Biden and Justin Trudeau meet this week, we 

can expect a chorus of praise for acting on climate change, without a word of reference to the 50% rise above the 5-year average for 

the cost of copper infrastructure moving the ‘shock wave’. Two government leaders who are not economists, are most likely 

unaware of the business cycle, are about to see it in full force. As the headwinds of higher commodity prices come into full view, be 

prepared for prior green energy business plans to be unaffordable. More on this below. Miners will make money here, buyers will be 

squeezed. What a reversal.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=COPX&p=W&yr=2&mn=0&dy=0&id=p25061754824&a=904110001&listNum=137
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SLX – STEEL ETF 

The steel companies are also moving up. Not with the same voracity of the copper miners so far, but the steel ETF is close to 10-

year highs. Steel is the number one component in solar farms and a large component cost in wind farms. As oil inventories diminish, 

one of steel’s biggest clients is the oil business. When drilling activity picks up, so will the purchase of steel for pipe and processing 

facilities. But it is already in demand from the green energy clients. This sets up nicely for another demand surge in this industry.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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URA – URANIUM ETF 

An increase in nuclear energy is not on the future plans for the USA energy supply system according to the EIA. Other countries are 

increasing their use of nuclear power. The URA ETF broke out to new 5-year highs this week. Once again, the 4-day week had 

significant volume, above any other volume bar in the last four years. URA 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=URA&p=W&yr=5&mn=0&dy=0&id=p80242332340&a=879528384&listNum=262
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LITHIUM AND RARE EARTH METALS 

The Lithium ETF has been pausing lately, but the rare-earth metals ETF is continuing to soar, much like the copper area. Once 

again, this will be a headwind for the green energy companies, but a profitable area for the rare-earth miners.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=LIT&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p46092825929&a=904109970&listNum=137
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FAN – WIND ENERGY ETF 

The FAN ETF is the global wind energy ETF. It peaked in early January and is now testing the 50-day moving average. With the cost 

of network connectivity increasing dramatically (Copper), the armatures in the windmill (Copper) as well as the network tower costs 

(Steel) and the vertical columns for the windmill (Steel), this could mark a major top for the industry profitability. Notice the SCTR 

ranking moving below 75 for the first time since May.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=FAN&p=D&st=2020-04-11&en=2021-02-21&id=p84536079969&listNum=137&a=904110116
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TAN – SOLAR ENERGY ETF 

The TAN ETF is a solar energy ETF. It tested the $125 level three times and is now testing the 50-day moving average. With the cost 

of network connectivity increasing dramatically (Copper), the solar array construction (Copper) as well as the network tower costs 

(Steel) and the structures for supporting the solar array (Steel), this could mark a major top for the industry profitability. The solar 

chart (TAN) looks stronger than the FAN ETF, as the SCTR has not broken down yet. The PPO (momentum) is at the lowest level since 

May. My guess is it breaks the SCTR like the FAN ETF did. The chart of FSLR is already breaking down.  

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=TAN&p=D&st=2020-04-11&id=p60799959362&listNum=137&a=905808140
https://stockcharts.com/c-sc/sc?s=FSLR&p=D&st=2020-04-11&i=t0618625728c&r=1613946567588
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MARCH MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL DATE BELOW 

Dwight and I will be hosting the March monthly conference call. Click to join on February 26, 2021 at 5 PM ET. Password = 981688.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82359544963?pwd=anpCcDFETHF0OCtUYUJMcWsxYjE4Zz09
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$SSEC – SHANGHAI STOCK EXCHANGE 

China is the biggest buyer of commodities and after their Chinese New Year, the stock market is racing higher. China was up 5% this 

week. With commodity prices raging higher, how will that affect China? We’ll be using the charts to define that. I’ll have more to 

discuss at the monthly conference call coming up on Friday February 26th. See above. $SSEC 

   

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$SSEC&p=W&yr=4&mn=0&dy=0&id=p68948103511&a=904110076&listNum=137
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$WTIC – BIG WEEK TO 52 WEEK HIGHS 

Oil tested higher this week, up to $62. Looking left, there were only 9 weeks in 2019 that traded above this level. $WTIC  With the 

slowdown in the middle of the country this week, some oil production was off-line due to freezing. That will increase the tightness 

of the inventories, further supporting these prices. OPEC meets monthly now, but so far, the firming of inventories is holding price 

up. I see no reason for OPEC to change outputs meaningfully if Iran is allowed to pump some more volume. My bias is the price holds 

above the red line but I expect it to trade higher as more economies open with vaccines taking down infection rates. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24WTIC&p=W&yr=2&mn=0&dy=0&id=p75960621984&listNum=142&a=889161557
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EIA – OIL INVENTORIES 

The crude oil inventory levels continue to fall for the week ending February 12. That does not include most of the Texas chill week. 

The light blue line is the current level, and the shaded area is the 5-year average. The red bars are equal in length showing we are 

well below the midpoint for 

inventories this time of year. The 

horizontal blue line shows our 

position compared to 2019. It 

does not look as desperate but 

there is a dramatic change 

between 2019 and 2020. It is 

important to notice that the 

extreme 5-year lows in 2019 were 

not there in 2020, so that is the 

2015 low inventories disappearing 

on the 5-year range.  EIA.  

 

When I look at this chart, the 

thing I notice the most is the 

decline started in July of 2020 

and with the exception of 1 or 

two weeks, the light blue trend is 

meaningfully lower each week. 

Video link- Reflections 2020 From 

December  

Graph source: EIA 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.eia.gov/petroleum/supply/weekly/pdf/wpsrall.pdf
https://youtu.be/Wa3YFqFOB2o
https://youtu.be/Wa3YFqFOB2o
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MARKET SUMMARY 

Energy continued to be a top performer. Financials are improving with the widening yield spreads. While the materials and 

industrials were up, they didn’t outpace the declines in Retail, technology and healthcare. Canada is on the right. Two of the largest 

sectors in Canada are energy and financials, but they could not keep the index in positive territory for the week. The selloff in Gold 

miners is tracking lower with bond prices. Defensive sectors were still near the bottom of both lists. With the options expiration 

happening on Friday Feb 19th, I am more tentative about the leadership in technology and discretionary performance.  

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

Asia continues to do well on the weekly rankings. The US markets were surprisingly weak on the world scale, but the US/Canadian 

markets also had one less trading day. Commodities are on the right. Oil round tripped to close a little lower than last week. 

Precious metals were down but the miners were down hard. The standout is Copper, steel and Rare Earths. As those prices spike it 

might make the green energy trade more difficult.   

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

The March monthly conference call is February 26th, 2021 at 5 PM ET. March Conference Call Link Password = 981688 

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. Industrial Grade 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and 

does not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does 

not collaborate to create a positive/negative 

market bias, nor is he paid to promote any 

particular stock or perspective. These charts 

and descriptions are not an instruction to buy 

or sell. You as a reader, are solely responsible 

for every investing decision you make. Greg 

Schnell and any of his companies or 

relationships with other companies, are not 

responsible for trades. The ideas presented 

here are opinion. Trading and investing 

involves risk to you and is solely yours.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82359544963?pwd=anpCcDFETHF0OCtUYUJMcWsxYjE4Zz09
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://youtu.be/0PioE_7vuPo
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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